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Abstract:  

The main aim of this paper is to provide a decision -support tool using 

a combination of real options analysis and portfolio optimization based on  

simulation  and modelling  principles  to  analyze  and  assess  petroleum  

upstream  projects.  The  provided  method  does  not  only  takes  in  to  

account  the  risk  concept,  uncertainty and Managerial flexibility, but also 

can be used to select the optimal portfolio. Our results show that the use of 

real options analysis increases the value of the project, due to the flexibility 

that can be integrated into the decision process, and the use of portfolio 

optimization techniques helps the decision-makers to select the best set of 

projects, and the combination of the real options and portfolio optimization 

may reduce the project risks. 
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L71; G11 ; D92 ;D81 ;C61. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The global energy investment had reached 1.8 trillion USD in 2017, 

where oil and gas upstream investments had represented 25% by 450 billion 

USD (IEA, 2018, p23). Oil has been considered as a strategic product, not 

only due to its large-use but also its characteristic as an exhaustible energy 

source (Tamba, 2017, p01). Petroleum exploration and production E&P 

activity play a key role which is: allowing petroleum companies to renew 

their hydrocarbon resources in order to ensure the continuity of companies’ 

long-term activities. The exploration and production industry is considered 

as an irreversible investment and risky activity (economic risk, geologic risk, 

country risk) (Lerche et al, 1999, p01-15 that is characterized by being an 

international activity, capital-intensive, long-term profitability, require high 

technology, critical to major economic factors and political events. 

Petroleum companies’ decision-makers sometimes face a whole of 

profitable projects, and regarding the fact of limited financial resources, they 

face difficulties to select the best set of project. The economic value of 

petroleum upstream projects is sensitive to many stochastic variables such as 

oil prices, capital expenditures, production profile...etc. Oil prices are 

considered as the main source of uncertainty related to the various factors 

that can affect them, either on the short-term such as volatility, production 

control, unconventional resources, or on the long-term like geopolitics and 

world wild economic growth (Lyons, Lorenz, & Plisga, 2011, ch7, p21). The 

traditional approaches that are used in the valuation of exploration and 

production (E&P) projects such as Net Present Value (NPV), Discounted 

Cash Flows (DCF), and others, usually take into account neither risk, 
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uncertainty concept, nor the managerial flexibility that what makes these 

economic valuation criteria remain controversial(Mun, 2002, p06, 55; Abel 

Dixit, Eberly, & Pindyck, 1996, p33-34) and besides they cannot be used to 

verify if the portfolio obtained is optimal. 

The construct of advanced option pricing was first articulated by many 

works like (McDonold & Siegl, 1986; Trigeogis, 1986; Pindyck, 1988), have 

emerged as scientific contributions for the establishment of the real options 

theory as a new approach of decision making. The term "Real Options" was 

coined for the first time in (Myers, 1977, p22) to describe the company 

growth opportunities that can be viewed as options. The majority of the 

previews studies (Pindyck & Dixit, 1994; Smith & Nau, 1995, Smith & 

McCardle, 1999; Guedes, 2016; Sabet & Heaney 2017) usually use the real 

options theory to evaluate real assets. Much of  works of literatures since the 

real options theory coming to light have been combined this theory with other 

theories or techniques such as game theory, dynamic programming and 

portfolio optimization for example (Azevedo & Paxson, 2014; Chorn & 

Shokhor, 2006; Jain, Roelofs, & Oosterlee 2014),therefore to evaluate real 

assets that has specific characterization such as irreversibility, uncertainty 

and managerial flexibility, what makes the energy industry one of the sectors 

that has applied this theory (ROA) as a decision support tool. 

 (Belailey et al 2003) review discounted cash-flow approach and show 

how real options valuation can exceed certain shortfalls of DCF, and not only 

they explain the two main models for evaluating options, Black and Schools 

and Binomial lattice models, but also provides the manner of their application 

by giving examples from the petroleum industry. The first demonstration of 

a combination of two mathematical techniques dynamic programming and 

real option valuation algorithm was by (Chorn & Shokhor, 2006) to achieve 

the policy development in the petroleum industry. (Abid & Kaffel 2009) 

evaluates the option to defer the development of the oil field using a 

methodology through which can determine the continuous-time stochastic 

processes for major risk factors of a petroleum project. (Jain et al, 2014) 

combines the real options theory and mean-variance portfolio optimization 

to assess the future nuclear power plant portfolio. (Fonseca et al, 2016) 

employs real options valuation approach to assess an African petroleum field 
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using a binomial method, where the project's volatility is necessary; however, 

he has used a non-parametric GARCH model for forecasting oil prices 

volatility as a proxy for the project's volatility. (Guedes & Santos 2016) used 

real options analysis to assess offshore petroleum exploration and production 

projects through evaluating the available options in E&P projects such as 

exploration options, appraisal options, scaling options and abandonment 

options.        

The Mean-Variance Model (MVP) was introducing by (Markowitz, 

1956) has been applied widely to select the best set of petroleum projects. 

(Orman & Duggan 1999) has illustrated how petroleum upstream companies 

use Markowitz’s portfolio optimization framework for selecting their 

portfolio of exploration production investment and compare this method to 

the traditional approaches used in upstream projects selection. (Casta et al, 

2008) provides a methodology to select the optimal portfolio in the oil and 

gas industry through proposing an extension of the MV model. Based on the 

MV model of Markowitz, (Belaid & De Wolf, 2009; Xue et al, 2014) 

highlights a manner of selecting petroleum upstream investments through 

optimizing the quadratic problem of MV model. 

2. Methodology: 

2.1 Real Options for upstream petroleum project assessment: 

The assessment of petroleum exploration and production projects using 

real options technique must take in consideration the major sources of 

uncertainty, in this paper, we have considered Reserves, oil prices, operation 

and capital costs as the main source of uncertainty in the economic 

assessment process. To achieve our objectives we need to follow some 

necessary techniques that usually employed for petroleum upstream project 

assessment. 

2.1.1 Reserves estimation using volumetric method: 

According to (Lyon et al, 2016, ch07, p5), the real reserves are never 

been determined until the production is stopped and the field is abandoned, 

otherwise the reserves are just an estimate. The volumetric method requires 

knowing specific information about the reservoir properties such as the 

estimate of the gross volume rock which containing hydrocarbons, the water 

saturation, the porosity value and the reservoir volume factor at initial 
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condition (Allen & Seba, 1993, p37). The Original Oil in Place (OOIP) is 

calculated based on the following equation (1): 

(1) 

Where 7758 is the conversion to barrels from acres-feet, A is the area 

in acres, h is the thickness in feet, φ is the porosity fraction of void space in 

volume of reservoir, is the is the water saturation as a fraction of fluid 

content and gives the oil formation volume factor. 

Estimated Ultimate Recovery EUR is defined as the amount of oil 

expected to be recovered from the reservoir or, in other words, the amount 

technically possible to produce, expressed in equation (2), where is the 

recovery factor, which is can be resolved from the performance of similar 

reservoirs. 

(2) 

2.1.2 Production profile forecasting 

After the estimation of “OOIP” and determine the “EUR”, we can 

forecast the production profile, therefore we have using (Lund 2000) model 

which is a tank model or zero-dimensional, where the reservoir is a three-

dimensional by nature; the equation (3) presents the production profile and 

the maximum production level is described by equation (4) :  

(3) 

(4) 

Where the production at time t, EUR is the Estimated Ultimate 

Recovery,  initial production capacity of a well,  is the number of 

producing wells at time t, is the field production at time t, and MaxCap is 

the maximum capacity of the plant. 

2.1.3 Oil prices modeling: 

Oil prices are considered as one of the main sources of uncertainty in 

economic assessment of petroleum exploration and production projects, 

related to the various factors that can affect them, either on the short-term 
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such as volatility, production control, unconventional resources, or on the 

long-term like geopolitics and world wild economic growth (Lyon et al, 

2016, ch07, p21),therefore there are two main stochastic processes ,the first 

one is Mean-Reverting process or Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process which is 

based on the idea of the effect of supply and demand results in a mean 

reversion property, but one of the limits of this process is it can produce 

negative prices, the last one is Geometric Brownian Motion process which is 

using for modelling the financial derivatives, the main disadvantage of this 

process is that it can under or over-evaluate the commodity prices (Lima & 

Suslick 2006 p131; Aba Oud & Goard, 2015 p190). In this paper we have 

chosen the GBM to model oil prices as follows: 

(05) 

The solution of the stochastic differential equation (05) described by 

the equation (06) 

(06) 

Where the oil price drift rate, is the oil price diffusion rate,  is 

the oil price, and dZ is the increment of Wiener process, m is the number of 

trials. 

2.1.4 Costs Modeling: 

In this part we will model the petroleum exploration and production 

projects’ main costs which are Capital Expenditures “Capex” and 

Operational Expenditures “Opex”, where the Opex containing two elements, 

fixed Opex which is proportional to the Capex, and variable Opex is related 

to the oil production rate. We are considering Capex following triangular 

distribution, the fixed Opex is considering deterministic, but for the variable 

Opex is modelled used GBM process as follows: 

(07) 

The solution of the stochastic differential equation (07) described by 

the equation (08) 
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(08) 

Where  is the drift rate of variable Opex, is the diffusion rate 

of variable Opex, and is the variable Opex. 

2.1.4 Economic Modeling: 

Petroleum upstream projects have a specific Economic model due to 

the government tax system to simplify we have proposed a simple 

concessionary regime. 

2.1.4.1 The standard Net Present Value: 

The present value of upstream project at time t is: 

(09) 

The equation (10) shows that the total government-take is the total 

income tax plus royalties: The equation (10) shows that the total government-

take is the total income tax plus royalties: 

(10) 

(11) 

 

Where the is the project’s present value at time t, is the fixed 

Opex,  is the total government-take at time t, and r is the discount rate, 

is Depreciation at time t, α is the royalty tax rate,βis the income tax rate. 

2.1.4.2 The net present value including flexibility: 

A. Option to switch on/off:   

The equation (13) represent the present value of the project including 

the option of switching on/off (temporarily) if the project generate negative 
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results. However, during the project lifetime we have considered that the 

costs of the switch on/off option are neglected. 

(13) 

Therefore the flexible NPV is as follows: 

(14) 

The real option value ROVf of the project is the difference between the 

NPV and the flexible net present value . 

𝑅𝑂𝑉𝑓 = 𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑓 − 𝑁𝑃𝑉 (15) 

B-Option to Continue /Abandon: 

The equation (16) illustrates one-way continuity or abandonment 

decision (Irreversible decision), regarding the fluctuation of the major 

variables that affect the economic value of the project. 

NPV𝐶𝑜/𝐴𝑏(𝑚) = Max {(∑
𝑄𝑡(𝑃𝑡

𝑜𝑖𝑙−𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝑣)−𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡

𝑓
−𝑇𝑇𝑡−𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡

(1+𝑟)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=0 ) , 0} (16) 

The real option value ROVco/Ab of the continuity or abandonment is the 

difference between the NPV and Continue/Abandon net present 

valueNPV𝐶𝑜/𝐴𝑏. 

𝑅𝑂𝑉𝐶𝑜/𝐴𝑏 = 𝑁𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑜/𝐴𝑏 − 𝑁𝑃𝑉 (17) 

 C- Compound Option: 

The Compound option value is the resultant of the combination of the 

two previous options (Switch on/off and Continue/Abandon), which 

expressed by the equation (18); 

NPV𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝑚) = Max {(∑
Max{(𝑄𝑡(𝑃𝑡

𝑜𝑖𝑙−𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝑣)−𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡

𝑓
−𝑇𝑇𝑡),0}−𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑡

(1+𝑟)𝑡
𝑛
𝑡=0 ) , 0} (18) 

The real option value added by the Compound option is the difference 

between the NPV and Compound net present valueNPV𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑. 

𝑅𝑂𝑉𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 𝑁𝑃𝑉𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 − 𝑁𝑃𝑉  (19) 
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2.2 Mean-Variance portfolio optimization: 

The mean-variance approach is widely used in the quantitative analysis 

of portfolio selection. The mean-variance portfolio optimization framework 

requires return distribution for individual petroleum upstream project and 

uses the statistical measures of expectation and variance of return to describe 

the return and risk of an investment, respectively. The objective is either to 

minimize portfolio risk for a given return or, to maximize the expected level 

of return for a given level of risk.  

The investor in this case has the financial ability to invest in a set of k projects, 

the return represented by the random variable , and the  represent the 

weight of the total investment to allocate in the project. The expected 

return of this portfolio is as following: 

(16) 

So, 

(17) 

The portfolio variance is calculated by: 

(18) 

So, 

(19) 

As represents the portfolio return, is the standard deviation of 

the the project i, is the correlation coefficient inter-projects, is the weight 

of the project i, the weights must be positive and there sum equal one. 

(20) 

 and represents the lower and upper bands of the weight, 

respectively. 

The mean-variance model is a quadratic problem that given by: 

 Max Z ∶ ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝜇𝑖 − ∑ ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑤𝑗𝜎𝑖𝜎𝑗𝜌𝑖𝑗
𝑘
𝑗=1

𝑘
𝑖=1

𝑘
𝑖=1  
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Sub to: 

∑ 𝑤𝑖 = 1,

𝑘

  𝑖=1

 

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑥,

𝑘

𝑖=1

 

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑁𝑃𝑉𝑖 ≥ 𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝜇,

𝑘

𝑖=1

 

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝐸𝑈𝑅𝑖 ≥ 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐸𝑈𝑅,

𝑘

𝑖=1

 

𝐿𝑖 ≤ 𝑤𝑖 ≤ 𝑈𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑘 

The mean variance model represented by equation (20) has two main 

objectives (bi-objective), the first is maximizing the return, and the second is 

minimizing risk, is the expected of the project,  the Capital 

Expenditures of the project i, MaxCapex the maximum financial resources 

capacity, the 𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝜇  is the threshold of the desired net present value of the 

portfolio, 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐸𝑈𝑅 is The minimum reserve threshold required for the 

selected portfolio. 

3. Result and Discussion: 

This section is devoted to applying the combination of real options 

valuation and portfolio optimization (M-V model) following the steps that 

we have illustrated in the Methodology section to assess hypothetical but 

realistic petroleum upstream projects. 

3.1 OOIP, EUR and Production Profile: 

The Fig.1 displays the inputs that required to estimate the OOIP of the 

first project, as the figure has shown the area and the net pay thickness follow 

a triangular distribution, while the porosity, water saturation and oil 

formation volume factor follow normal, log-normal and uniform 

distributions respectively. 
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Fig.1. The inputs required to estimate the original oil in place of the project one 

using the Volumetric method 

 
The Fig.2 illustrates the expected curves and the distribution of the 

OOIP of each project, and as it shows, all the cases have an estimated 

probability of oil present of 100%, in other words 100% of probability these 

projects are containing a finite amount of oil greater than zero, the project 

one as the expected curve displays, the probability to have  a volume in place 

equal or greater than 405 MMbbl is 90% and 50% and 10% of probabilities 

for volume in place equal or more than 524 MMbbl and 681 MMbbl 

respectively. 

The Fig.3 set out the production profile estimated based on the (Lund, 

2000) model, for each project the difference between its production profile 

and others mainly due to the EUR, Number of wells and their initial 

production rate, and the maximum capacity of the plant, as can be seen from 

the figure below (Fig.3), the project five has a maximum capacity of 450 

Mbbl per month (4.5 MMbbl per year), in which the production started with 

the maximum capacity of the plant until the decline phase showed up after 

60 months of production, due to the decline of the reservoir pressure that was 

maintaining the project production (Natural Recovery). 

Fig.2. Expected Curves of original oil in place of all projects estimated using the 

volumetric method 
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Fig.3. Production profile estimated using Lund 1999) 

model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 3.2 Real options valuation: 

This stage represents the second step after the estimation of both OOIP 

and production profile, therefore the input of the previous step (the 

production profile) being an input in this stage, the Fig.4 represents the fifth 

project’s capital expenditures which follows triangular distribution (a) and 

the oil prices (b) simulated using the GBM . 

The Variables such as production profile, Capex, oil prices, Opexes, 

royalty tax, income tax and WACC represent the inputs to Monte Carlo 

simulation to compute the distributions of all project in both cases with and 

without options, Table.1 compares the project values and there risks for the 

four cases (standard net present value, net present value with switch on/off 
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option, net present value with Continue/Abandon option and net present 

value with Compound option).  

Table.1 The Expected values and the standard deviation of all projects and 

for the four cases.  
Project 

1 

Project 

2 

Project 

3 

Project 

4 

Project 

5 

Project 

6 

E(NPV) 93,06 95,39 -41,64 40,39 26,67 -189,80 

STD(NPV) 431,25 221,55 226,93 275,94 431,99 67,72 

E(NPVf) 94,26 100,12 -30,47 41,26 26,97 -187,79 

STD(NPVf) 430,15 218,60 219,43 275,07 431,65 66,63 

E(NPVAb/Co) 203,13 130,84 71,42 121,42 173,10 0,24 

STD(NPVAb/Co) 339,34 188,71 140,93 211,91 325,99 3,97 

E(NPVComp) 203,25 132,50 72,69 121,46 173,11 0,24 

STD(NPVComp) 339,32 188,64 141,30 211,90 325,99 3,97 

Fig.4. Distributions of Capex of the fifth project (a) and the oil prices simulated 

using GBM fifteen paths (b) 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5. Economic limit of the all projects 
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As the Table.1 set out the mean value of the projects increase while the 

standard deviation (the risk) decrease with the integration of options 

(flexibility), for the project two the switch on/off option add to the standard 

net present value 4.73 MMUS$ while the compound option add more than 

134 MMUS$ to the standard net present value and in the other hand the 

standard deviation of the same project goes from 221.55 MMUS$ in the 

standard valuation to 218.6 for the switch on/off case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6. The net present value of all projects versus simulated paths of oil 

prices, operational costs and capital expenditures, the red region represents 

abandon policy (negative results), green grid represents continue policy 

(positive results), while the yellow represents the Wait-and-see policy in 

which  the return on investment less than 15%. 

The economic limit depends mainly by oil prices, Opexes and royalty 

tax, the Fig.5 shows the threshold quantity of oil extracted for each project at 

which the project generates no more positive results. However, it can be 

observed from the Fig.5 that the economic limit is directly proportional to 

variable Opex, while it is inversely proportional to oil prices.  

Fig.6 displays the variation of projects value in function of the capital 

expenditures and the difference between oil prices and operational costs, in 
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which the x-axis represents the capital expenditures of the project, the y-axis 

represents the difference between  oil price and operational costs, while the 

z-axis represents the projects value, at which the green grid points represents 

the states at which the project’s value not only greater than zero but also the 

project has return on investment greater than 15%, therefore the decision 

policy at this case is should continue, while the yellow grid points is 

considered as a risky states due to its closeness  to the red region, even 

though, the project generate positives results but has less than 15%  return on 

investment, thus the decision policy, in this case is just wait and see, however, 

the red points region the project generate negative results, therefore the 

project should be abandoned. For example the project six has only two 

possible scenarios where the project generate positive value and more than 

15%  as return on investment, and they are (310.2, 117.5, 57.93) and (332.1, 

163.4, 97.63)  as mean values for the whole lifetime of the project, while all 

the rest results are either wait-and-see or abandoned states. What stands out 

of this figure is if we know how the project’s value behaves in function of 

capital expenditures, oil prices and operational expenditures, the flexibility 

can be easily  integrated the decision’s process. 

3.3 Portfolio Optimization: 

In case when a company faces limited financial resources and it has to 

choose amongst several projects, in this case, the portfolio optimization can 

be used to select the optimal set of projects, in other words maximizing the 

expected value and minimizing the risk. 

The efficient frontier is considering as the weighing machine between 

return and risk in the selection of the optimal set of assets in which the 

efficient frontier has the highest expected values for the same amount of risk 

compared with non-efficient portfolios.  

Fig.7 displays the frontier efficient (a) and there optimal fractions (b) 

for the standard net present value case (without flexibility) under budget, net 

portfolio present value threshold, and reserves threshold constraints, and for 

both cases (a) and (b) the project two dominating the portfolios with high 

value, due to its risk-return combination  (as Table.1 indicates), while for the  
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rest two cases the portfolios with the highest value are dominated by the 1st 

project because it has the highest value amongst all the six projects in this 

two cases (Table.1). 

 (a) (b) 

  

  
(c) (d) 

  

  
Fig.7. Efficient frontier and its optimal fractions (a) for the case 

of  standard net present value, (b)  net present value with switch on/off 

option, (c) net present value with Continue/Abandon option, while (d) 

is for the  net present value with Compound option case. 
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Fig.8. the Comparison between the efficient frontiers for the four cases 

 

What can be clearly seen in the Fig.8, is that for the same amount of 

risk (standard deviation equal 150.9) we have different portfolios’ values for 

the four cases, at which the switch on/off option add more than 5MMUS$ to 

the standard net present value portfolio, while continue/abandon and 

compound  

options add to the standard case more than 86.8 and 87.5 MMUS$ for the 

same standard deviation.  

4. CONCLUSION 

The reserves estimation, oil prices, and capital costs play a pivotal role 

in the assessment of petroleum upstream projects. Oil prices are considered 

as one of the main sources of uncertainty, due to the multiplicity of factors 

that can affect theme and energy prices in general such as production control, 

unconventional resources, geopolitics, and world wild economic growth. The 

economic value of E&P projects involves an amount of uncertainty, owing 

to the sensitivity to many stochastic variables, the fluctuation of these 

variables is critical in investment decision of whether continue, expand, 

abandon, or be delayed. The traditional approaches that are used in the 

valuation of E&P projects such as DCF methodology take into account 

neither uncertainty nor the managerial flexibility besides its optimal portfolio 

selection limits, the decision support tools provided in this paper has an 

important literature contribution due to its integrality at which it starts from 

the OOIP estimation until the selection of the optimal portfolio taking the 

risk and the managerial flexibility into account, the results obtained show that 

the integration of the flexibility to the decision process (ROA) may increase 

project’s value comparing with the traditional NPV based on the nature of 

real options analysis which is avoiding the negative results through wait for 
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more profitable oil prices, while under the fact that petroleum companies face 

a set of projects at which, they must select the best project combination in 

order to maximize profits and minimize risks. 
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